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Abstract 
Counselors are an important part of our schools and student development.  According to 
the American School Counselor Association (ASCA) there are three domains of 
development in which school counselors have received specialized training: academic 
development, career development, and social/emotional development (ASCA, 2012). 
These domains, along with ASCA’s four themes (leadership, advocacy, collaboration and 
systemic change) make up the ASCA National Model framework for school counseling 
programs (ASCA, 2012).  However, many counseling programs in the state of Arkansas 
do not implement this model as part of their program.  This study investigated the lack of 
implementation of the ASCA model in Arkansas counseling programs.  The follow 
research questions guided the study:  1. How well aligned to the ASCA National Model 
do Arkansas counselors report their school counseling program as being? and 2. What 
barriers do school counselors in Arkansas face when attempting to align their 
comprehensive school counseling programs with the ASCA National Model?  The survey 
instrument that was employed in this study was adapted from the American School 
Counselor Association Readiness Survey from the University of Massachusetts – 
Amherst College of Education.  As a result of the survey and open response question, 
counselors identified lack of time, advocacy, resources and lack of knowledge as barriers 
to implementing the ASCA National Model framework in their school counseling 
programs.  The results of the responses received from this study provided implications for 
counselors and administrators to work together to improve school counseling programs 
across Arkansas. 
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Chapter One: Introduction to the Study 
 The need for school counseling programs became apparent in the late 19th century 
as the United States was faced with immigration issues and a growing industrial society 
 (Pope, 2009; Solomonson, Roaten, Jones & Albrecht, 2014).  According to Solomonson 
et al. (2014), in response to these societal issues, schools developed vocational guidance 
programs at the start of the 20th century.  During this time, school counselors were 
struggling to define their role.  Counselors were advocates for students, social workers, 
career and human resource directors and many other jobs.  As long as the position of 
counselor has been in existence in a public school, the role of the counselor has varied 
with no clear definition from school to school, even from district to district. 
 According to the American School Counselor Association (2012), advocates of 
counseling in schools were concerned about the role and responsibilities of school 
counselors.  Some lobbied for school counselors to focus on human development while 
others thought that the counselor’s role was to serve as a change agent in the schools by 
advocating for improvements for students and counseling programs.  Along with trying to 
arrive at a clear definition of the counselor’s role, questions arose as to whether these 
professionals should be termed “school counselors” or “guidance counselors.”  
 One change that helped define the counselor’s role was the implementation of 
National Standards for School Counseling Programs (NSSCP) in the 1990s (Dahir, 2001; 
Foster, Young, & Hermann, 2005).  Even with these standards, discussions continued 
among practitioners and writers about the work and function of the school counselor 
(ASCA, 2012).  The American School Counselor Association (2012) recorded that 
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writers were conflicted as to whether school counselors should focus on mental health 
issues, careers, or academics.  
In March, 2001, the American School Counselor Association (ASCA) began 
working on creating a national model for counselors (Dahir, 2001; Foster, 2005).  This 
was in part a reaction to the Goals 2000: Educate America Act (103d Cong., 1994, H.R. 
1804), signed by President Bill Clinton, as a way to include school counselors in the 
reform discussions.  
The ASCA National Model is a framework that provides standards for school 
counselors in the following areas: 
 Foundation: program focus, student and professional competencies 
 Management: assessments and tools 
 Delivery: how to give and offer services for students 
 Accountability: data analysis, evaluation and improvement  
The ASCA National Model, developed in 2012, helps counselors meet the needs 
of all students and offers a framework of standards to guide counselors in developing a 
true comprehensive counseling program.  The ASCA National Model (2012) was 
designed to give structure and “uniformity” to counseling programs and supported the 
role of the counselor in helping students succeed academically, personally and socially, 
and in planning for the future with career guidance.  “School counselors should possess 
the knowledge, abilities, skills and attitudes necessary to plan, organize, implement and 
evaluate a comprehensive, developmental, results-based school counseling program that 
aligns with the ASCA National Model” (ASCA, 2012, p. 148). 
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Problem Statement 
 Comprehensive school counseling programs should be in place in schools in order 
to help increase student achievement (ASCA, 2012).  However, many school counselors 
do not know what their role is in their school and their programs are not seen as an 
important part of the school setting (ASCA, 2012; Salina et al, 2013).  According to the 
ASCA website, no Arkansas school has received the Recognized ASCA Model Program 
(RAMP) designation.  However, each state that borders Arkansas has at least one RAMP 
program (Missouri – 4, Oklahoma – 1, Tennessee – 4, Texas – 7). 
The research topic will be a study on the barriers to implementing the American 
School Counseling Association National Model for public school counselors in the state 
of Arkansas.  The ASCA National Model is a framework for school counselors that 
provides information to implement a program that is comprehensive and focused on 
student achievement (ASCA, 2012).  These standards focus on the three tenets of 
counseling students: personal/social, academic, and career counseling.  
Purpose of the Study 
 
 The purpose of this study is to analyze school counseling programs in Arkansas 
public schools and possible barriers faced in structuring counseling programs that 
comport with the ASCA National Model.   
Research Questions 
 The research questions that drove this study were: 
1. How well aligned to the ASCA National Model do Arkansas counselors report 
their school counseling program as being? 
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2. What barriers do counselors in Arkansas face when attempting to align their 
comprehensive school counseling programs with the ASCA National Model? 
Significance of the Study  
 According to the Arkansas Department of Education website (2014), public 
schools are accountable in several areas, both on the state level and the federal level.  
Every four years as mandated by state law, schools in Arkansas are monitored and 
checked for compliance in many areas.  In addition to monitoring for compliance, and 
probably more important to parents, is the accountability to the students in relation to 
grades and academic performance.  Some of the efforts to include accountability are the 
No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) of 2001, the Obama administration’s Race to the Top 
initiative and NCLB waivers, and most recently, the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) 
of 2015.   
Definition of Key Terms 
1. ASCA National Model: a framework for school counselors that provides the 
components of a comprehensive counseling program.  
2. Common Core: an educational initiative that provides guidance on what students 
should learn in both English and math at the end of each grade, K-12. 
3. ESSA (Every Student Succeeds Act): an education law signed by President Obama in 
2015 that reauthorized the Elementary and Secondary Education Act for 
commitment to equal opportunity for all students.  
4. RAMP (Recognized ASCA Model Program): recognition by the American School 
Counselors Association of schools who have proved to have successfully 
implemented the ASCA National Model in their comprehensive programs. 
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5. Student Services Annual Report: an annual report submitted by each Arkansas school 
district to the Arkansas Department of Education that outlines its compliance with 
and implementation of plans for the provisions of the Public School Student 
Services Act (A.C.A. § 6-18-1001., 2015). 
Assumptions 
 It is assumed the questions that were included in the survey instrument employed 
in this study were relevant to all practicing school counselors across the state of 
Arkansas.  Another assumption is that school counselors who participated in the survey 
are both well informed about their schools and districts.  It is also assumed that they have 
a general knowledge of the ASCA National Model. Finally, it is the assumption that 
school counselors who responded to the survey instrument answered in an honest, 
forthcoming manner.   
Limitations 
 The survey instrument that was employed in this study was delivered by email to 
addresses that were on file in the counselor database of the Arkansas Department of 
Education.  Participants were able to clink on a link to the survey or to navigate to the 
webpage of the online provider that hosted the survey.  Data collection was limited to 
public school counselors in the state of Arkansas.  Consequently, while the resulting data 
may be applicable to schools in other states, these results will likely not be representative 
of schools across the United States.  Given the qualitative nature of this study, some 
might perceive the reliance upon my sensitivity and integrity as the primary research 
instrument as a limitation.  Merriam (1998) stated, “Qualitative case studies are limited, 
too, by the sensitivity and integrity of the investigator” (p. 42).  I have taken all 
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appropriate steps at all stages of this investigation to ensure the trustworthiness of all data 
presented and all conclusions drawn.  The researcher was also an instrument by analyzing 
and interpreting the data given from the open response question of the survey.  Merriam 
(1998) stated that in qualitative studies the researcher can be the “primary instrument” as 
they are the ones who will gather, interpret and code data collected. 
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 
 
 School counselors and school administrators often have conflicting views on what 
a counselor’s job or role is in the school (Dodson, 2009; Wilkerson, 2010).  Counselors 
across the United States work to define their role and many state leaders are showing 
support for counseling programs in the schools by developing policies and state models 
for successful counseling programs (Martin, Carrey, & DeCoster, 2009).  With many 
states adopting school counseling models to support their school counselors, why are so 
many counselors struggling each day to work with students instead of on the various 
other tasks assigned to them, many that have very little to do with school counseling 
(Wilkerson, 2010)?  What does this mean for schools in Arkansas? 
Search Description 
 The following research was found using ProQuest and EBSCOhost education 
databases from the Arkansas Tech University Pendergraft Library and Technology Center 
system.  Literature searches were limited to peer reviewed sources with publication dates 
from 2000 to 2016.  Search terms used were: school counseling, comprehensive school 
counseling programs, ASCA model, barriers for school counselors, counseling 
framework, and public school counselors.  Surveys and information were also located 
using websites from the University of Massachusetts Amherst College Of Education, the 
American School Counselor Association, the Arkansas School Counselor Association 
and the Arkansas Department of Education. 
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Conceptual Framework 
 The ASCA National Model will serve as the conceptual framework for this 
investigation.  More specifically, that model’s theme of ‘Systemic Change’ will serve as 
the lens through which collected survey data are analyzed.  It is appropriate for school 
counselors to provide the data to be examined as “school counselors are uniquely 
positioned to identify system barriers to student achievement” (ASCA, 2012, p. 8).  In the 
present study, participating school counselors are asked to rate the degree to which their 
own school counseling programs include (or not) prescribed components of the ASCA 
National Model (foundation, management, delivery and accountability) by answering 
multiple choice questions.  For the second part of the survey, participating school 
counselors were asked to share their own perceptions about what (if any) barriers are 
preventing them from aligning those programs to that model.  Brigman and Campbell 
(2003) reported that when school counselors provide group counseling along with 
guidance lessons in a classroom setting, the results were positive in terms of student 
academics and behavior. 
History of School Counseling 
 The research reported that school counseling, in some form, has been in existence 
for more than 100 years.  The “vocational guidance counselor,” as the school counselor 
was at one time know, supplemented the work of the classroom teacher and had an 
impact on students’ academic performance (Cinotti, 2014).  This was part of a plan 
developed by Jesse Davis in 1913 known as the “Grand Rapids Plan” (Pope, 2009).  
“Widely considered to be the first school counselor in the United States,” Davis worked 
to create a guidance program in the state of Michigan (Pope, 2009).  By incorporating 
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guidance lessons into the regular classroom curriculum, Davis’ plan was to build a 
program for school and career counseling (Pope, 2009).  
 Cinotti (2014) reported that the “Grand Rapids Plan” led to conversations among 
educators about the role and responsibility of counselors.  As counselors helped to 
influence students in their academics this also had an impact on their choice of vocations 
or careers.  This, in turn, led to the realization that counselors could have a more 
comprehensive plan for students that could involve not only career choices and other 
academic decisions, but could also include work in the personal and social domains that 
might increase overall student achievement.  
Comprehensive Counseling Programs in Public Schools 
 Dahir (2004) found that counselors are still struggling to find their role.  As a 
response to the search for an identity for the school counselor, ASCA (2012) developed 
the ASCA National Model: A Framework for School Counseling Programs to help 
answer the question “What do school counselors do?”  The goal of this framework is to 
support the school, and to guide schools and counselors in developing comprehensive 
school counseling programs (ASCA, 2012; Perkins, Oescher & Ballard, 2010).  
 Dahir (2000) explained that the counseling national standards represent what 
students should understand and be able to apply as a result of their participation in a 
school counseling program.  These standards should help counselors as they design their 
comprehensive program and write their guidance curriculum.  The American School 
Counseling Association (2012) enumerates four components of the framework: 
foundation, management, delivery and accountability. In addition to the components, 
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ASCA provides a list of counselor “do’s and don’ts” relating to activities that the 
counselor should be involved in at school.  
 Dodson (2009) reported that even with the development of the ASCA National 
Model, school counseling programs continued to experience difficulty, mostly as a result 
of differences of opinion among stakeholders about the school counselor’s role.  “The 
history of school counseling demonstrates that there has been role incongruence since the 
earliest roles of school counselors were organized and recorded” (Dodson, 2009).  
Unfortunately, school counselors and school administrators often have conflicting 
views on what a counselor’s job or role is in the school (Wilkerson, 2010).  Counselors 
across the United States work to define their role and many state leaders are showing 
support for counseling programs in the schools by developing policies and state models 
for successful counseling programs (Martin, Carey, & DeCoster, 2009).  With all of these 
efforts to positively support school counselors, and many states even adopting school 
counseling models, why are so many counselors struggling each day to work with 
students instead of on the various other tasks assigned to them, many that have very little 
to do with school counseling (Wilkerson, 2010)?  What does this mean for schools in 
Arkansas? 
 The first change to help define counselors’ roles came with the implementation of 
national standards for school counseling programs.  Carol Dahir (2001) stated that the 
American School Counselor Association (ASCA) began working on creating national 
standards for counselors.  This was, in part, a reaction to Goals 2000: The Educate 
America Act which was written in 1994. Goals 2000 ensured a way to include school 
counselors in discussions about education reform.   
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 In 2003, counselors continued the struggle to find their role.  Counselors were test 
coordinators, teacher-parent liaisons, and many other jobs and tasks that their 
administrators felt needed to be done (Dahir, 2004).  As a response to the search for an 
identity for the school counselor, ASCA developed the ASCA National Model: A 
Framework for School Counseling Programs to help answer the question “What do 
school counselors do?” (ASCA, 2012).  This framework exists to support schools, and to 
guide schools and counselors in developing comprehensive counseling programs.  There 
are four components to the framework: foundation, management, delivery, and 
accountability.  In addition to the components, ASCA provides a list of activities in 
which school counselors should and should not be involved at school (ASCA, 2012).  
 Even with the development of standards and a national model, many school 
districts and counselor groups believed there should be more clarification about the role 
of the counselor (Kaffenberger, Murphy, & Bemak, 2006).  Not only is ASCA working to 
support and maintain defined roles for counseling programs, they have received support 
from the National Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP).  These 
organizations agree on the importance of training and implementing a comprehensive 
counseling program that supports each school and its mission (Dahir, 2000).  In order for 
counseling programs to have the desired effect of promoting student success, according 
to Dahir (2000), counselors, school leaders, and others must first possess a true 
understanding of what a school counseling program should be.   
 One initiative sponsored by ASCA to encourage school counseling programs to 
align with the national model framework is the Recognized ASCA Model Program 
(RAMP).  RAMP was designed to provide recognition to those counseling programs that 
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have undergone the difficult but important work of aligning to the ASCA National 
Model.  In his study of RAMP versus Non-RAMP schools, Wilkerson, Perusse, & 
Hughes, (2013) discovered that schools with comprehensive programs that are data-
driven boast higher academic outcomes than schools without these programs.  Currently 
there are no RAMP designated schools in the state of Arkansas.  
 Dodson (2009), likewise, reported that counseling programs bearing the RAMP 
designation have been shown to be data driven.  Counselors in RAMP schools use data to 
design comprehensive programs that meets the needs of all students and work to provide 
services in this regard.  
 Young and Kaffenberger (2011) identified that school counselors in RAMP 
designated schools use program evaluation to enhance student success.  Counselors in 
RAMP schools constantly evaluate their programs and practices to look for areas of 
success, as well as deficiencies in need of improvement, to ensure higher success for their 
students, both personally and academically.  
 When looking at the counseling programs of Arkansas’ bordering states, each 
state, Missouri, Tennessee, Texas and Oklahoma, has at least one RAMP designated 
school.  
The American School Counseling Association Model 
 The American School Counseling Association promotes counselors as those who 
are responsible for performing activities that are designed to foster student success in the 
academic, career, and personal/social development of students (Cinotti, 2014). 
Counselors need to maintain duties that are student-centered and that do not conflict with 
the role of the school counselor as aligned with the national model and standards; when 
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counselors do activities that are “non-counseling-related,” it hampers their role and “the 
counselor experiences role ambiguity” (Cinotti, 2014, p. 420).  
 With the development of the ASCA National Model, counseling programs now 
have the tools to build data-driven comprehensive counseling programs (Camizzi, Clark, 
Yacco, & Goodman, 2009).  Camissi et al. (2009) state that the ASCA national model is a 
“bridge” that connects school counseling and student achievement.  Counselors need to 
use this model as they work with teachers, parents and administrators.  
 The use of data has become an important part of some school counseling 
programs in the state of Utah (Bitner et al., 2009).  Bitner et al. (2009) discussed that, in 
2004, secondary schools in Utah receiving state funding submitted two reports to Utah’s 
Office of Education in relation to their school’s comprehensive counseling and guidance 
programs (CGP).  These data reports were part of the counseling programs’ approval 
process.  Counseling programs then presented their data to their school faculties, and also 
to their local school boards.  According to Bitner et al. (2009), Utah schools used their 
data as needs assessments for their schools, and developed programs based on their data.  
One example given was a program in a junior high focusing on increasing grades for 7th 
and 8th graders. 
 Anita Young and Carol Kaffenberger (2011) looked at RAMP schools and how 
they used data.  Part of the RAMP process is program evaluation along with an 
assessment of how counselors use data to identify their program goals.  Young and 
Kaffennberger (2011) discovered that RAMP school counselors used their data to drive 
their programs and program decisions.  RAMP counselors shared their data with their 
stakeholders, thus promoting their programs and the importance of the comprehensive 
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counseling program to their schools.  According to one counselor interviewed by Young 
and Kaffenberger (2011), understanding and using data in her/his counseling program 
created a concern for the “effectiveness of our programs” (p.73). 
Wilkerson (2010) discussed how educational reforms called for increased 
accountability with regard to student performance.  This increased accountability drove 
school principals to promote cultures of high expectations in their schools.  Wilkerson 
(2010) found that administrators tended to look at their counselors as “quasi-
administrators” and often assigned to them tasks that were clerical, managerial and not 
tied to the standards or the national model.  
School counselors need to use ASCA standards and the national model as guides 
to promote themselves as stakeholders in school reform (Wilkerson, 2010).  By using the 
national model as a guide, counselors can showcase and expand their roles in student 
success through the four components of the model (foundation, management, delivery, 
management, and accountability), become partners with principals and work together to 
improve student success and bring change. 
 Wilkerson, Perusse, & Hughes (2013) reported that schools that bear the 
Recognized ASCA Model Program (RAMP) designation are data-driven and appear to 
have a positive impact on student achievement.  In this study, Wilkerson et al. (2013) 
reported that Indiana is one state that has worked with schools to develop and implement 
data driven counseling programs.  Utah is another state that is using data as an instrument 
not only to drive instruction but to drive their counseling programs. (Bitner, Stevenson, 
Burnham, Whitely, Whitaker & Sasche, 2009). 
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 Wilder and Ray (2013) reported that parents of high school age students are more 
satisfied when counselors are working with students in activities that are aligned with the 
ASCA National Model.  This study was conducted to find out parental preferences for 
secondary counselors.  The report focused on counseling activities from personal/social 
counseling individually to small group counseling.  
 According to Wilder and Ray (2013), even though parents prefer counselors to 
conduct activities that are more aligned to the national model, there were some things like 
scheduling with which parents wanted their counselors to help their student.  Personal 
and social issues, such as family issues, were not highly favored among surveyed parents 
in comparison to issues concerning academics and behaviors.  When looking at socio-
economic status, parents who earn lower incomes depend more on counselors to guide 
their students when making choices about college and careers than do parents of higher 
incomes (Camizzi, Clark, Yacco, & Goodman, 2009).  
 Lapan (2012) discussed the findings of the Public Agenda study of school 
counseling programs.  Lapan (2012) reported that there continued to be an inconsistency 
pertaining to the delivery and practice of school counseling programs.  Lapan (2012) 
stated that there are many students that pass through our schools without the benefit of a 
relationship with their school counselor.  According to Lapan (2012), this impacts 
advising and prolongs the academic needs of the students.  
 Bemak, Williams, & Chung (2015) wrote that school counselors play a vital role 
in student academic success but need to be able to promote their program.  School 
counselors need to develop systems of accountability of their programs, and to be able to 
share with stakeholders the part that they play in student achievement.  Bemak et al. 
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(2015) researched four main areas of accountability for school counselors and counseling 
programs: grades, attendance, disciplinary referrals, and suspension rates.  This report 
provided tools and suggestions for counselors to develop a system of accountability in 
their schools.  
Administrators’ Perception 
 In his study, Kevin Wilkerson (2010) used information from the National 
Association for Secondary School Principals (NASSP) Bulletin and from the American 
School Counselor Association (ASCA) to ascertain if there was any correlation between 
the perceptions of the two groups.  Wilkerson (2010) stated that a comprehensive 
counseling program developed by school counselors often does not align with tasks that 
principals would have them do at school and the job expectations that many 
administrators have for their counselors.  
 Wilder and Ray (2013) stated that administrators believe that secondary 
counselors should be involved in many activities that realistically could be considered 
clerical such as record keeping, registration and scheduling.  Testing is also a priority for 
many administrators regardless of grade level (Leuwerke, Walker & Shi, 2009).  Wilder 
and Ray (2013) found that teachers see a counselor’s role as one that is more aligned with 
the ASCA model.  However, teachers also believed that counselors should be responsible 
for many of the same tasks that administrators found a priority: record keeping, 
scheduling, registration and testing.  Bemak (2000) reported that school counselors have 
been assigned other duties such as cafeteria duty and bus duty.  
 A study by Dodson (2009) examined the perceptions of administrators towards 
high school counselors and their roles in secondary schools.  The researcher looked at 
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RAMP schools compared to schools that did not have the RAMP designation and the 
effectiveness of counselors from each school.  It was discovered that administrators from 
RAMP schools had a more favorable opinion of their counselors and believed that they 
played an important role in the school by collaborating with teachers and in curriculum 
development (Dodson, 2009).  
 Dodson (2009) concluded that administrators of RAMP model schools could 
identify several areas in the school in which counselors had an impact, such as counseling 
students with discipline problems, conducting more classroom guidance activities, better 
interpretations of student data and records, and providing teachers with management 
strategies and ideas.  
 Dodson (2009) found that many administrators do not understand, or possibly 
may not be aware of, the ASCA National Model and the standards, including job 
descriptions for the school counselor as stated by ASCA. Perusse, Goodnough, Donegan 
& Jones (2004) believed that school principals help to shape the role of the school 
counselor in the building.  “The top three inappropriate tasks which secondary school 
counselors performed were the same as those endorsed by more than 80% of secondary 
school principals” (Perusse et al, 2004, p. 153). 
 Kaffenberger, Murphy and Bemark (2006) found that there are a multitude of 
issues concerning the role and approach that counselors should take in school.  There 
continues to be the feeling that the school counselor is a role that is misunderstood by 
both administrators and teachers.  Kaffenberger et al. (2006) discussed the jobs that 
counselors are often asked to do that are unrelated to actual school counseling and 
working with students.  
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Lack of Counselor Vision 
 Watkinson (2013) reasoned that lack of vision of what their school counseling 
program could and should be like is a potential barrier for counselors wanting to 
implement the ASCA National Model.  In her study, Watkinson (2013) acknowledged the 
fact that school counselors often take on “quasi-administrative” duties and several other 
duties not directly related to students or counseling.  She believed that counselors should 
use their leadership skills to develop a vision for their program and then promote their 
program to the staff and administration as they begin to implement a comprehensive 
school counseling program.  Watkinson (2013) stated that counselors could also use their 
understanding of interventions and how counseling interventions connect to increased 
student achievement to help to define their role to the staff and stakeholders.  
Job Satisfaction 
 Pyne (2011) researched the job satisfaction of counselors, comparing the 
differences between counselors who had or had not implemented comprehensive 
programs based on the ASCA National Model.  Pyne (2011) discovered that many 
counselors felt overworked due to “non-counseling” activities as defined by the ASCA 
National Model.  Pyne (2011) found that 49% of the school counselor’s job satisfaction 
comes from the relationship that they have with their administrator.  Pyne (2011) 
determined that school counselors that have administrative support, the ability to 
communicate with faculty and have a plan of action for their counseling program have an 
increased level of satisfaction with their role as a counselor.  
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Chapter Summary 
 When schools’ counseling programs are aligned with the ASCA National Model, 
student achievement improves, counselors’ job satisfaction increases, and data is used 
effectively to maintain and refine those programs.  The relationship between the 
administrator and the counselor is key.  Administrators must see counselors as more than 
“quasi-administrators” and begin to understand the role of the school counselor as 
defined and outlined by the framework of the ASCA National Model (ASCA, 2012). 
 The research literature reviewed in this section concluded that many view the 
administrator as a barrier to school counselors implementing true comprehensive 
counseling programs aligned with the ASCA National Model.  School counselors should 
create a vision of their program and not only implement their vision but also develop 
ways to create accountability for their program.  Accountability for a comprehensive 
counseling program will help school counselors promote their program and provide 
information to teachers, administrators and other stakeholders on the value of the 
counseling program.  Research literature revealed that when school counselors implement 
a counseling program that is comprehensive and student centered, counselors contribute 
to an increase in student achievement. 
 As counselors implement the ASCA National Model, they should use data to 
develop a data-driven comprehensive program.  Through a data-driven program, 
counselors will be able to evaluate the counseling program and identify areas of strengths 
and relative weakness.  Counselors could collaborate with teachers and administrators 
and use their data to develop programs in schools that will support and promote student 
achievement through counseling activities.  In addition to using data to develop programs 
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in schools, counselors can use data to promote their own work.  Counselors should take 
their data and make presentations to stakeholders, such as at Parent Teacher Association 
meetings and school board meetings. 
 Research is still needed in areas of professional development for counselors.  
Larger school districts often provide professional development for their counselors, but 
many are forced to attend state conventions or association conferences to stay current in 
their field.  Conventions and conferences incur a cost not only to the school district but 
also to the counselor, so many may choose not to attend.  Included in the need for more 
research on professional development for counselors would be research on non-
traditional counselors – that is, counselors who have no background as teachers in the 
classroom.  In addition to conferences, as a way to stay current with counseling 
techniques and research, counselors should develop relationships and partnerships with 
local colleges and universities.  Counselors and counselor education programs should be 
resources for each other.  Pursuing National Board Certification through the National 
Board for Professional Teaching Standards is another way for counselors to become 
reflective practitioners, stay current with research practices, and connect with colleagues 
state and nationwide.  
 The current study was undertaken in efforts to provide state, district, and building 
leaders with information about how to support the alignment of comprehensive school 
counseling programs with the ASCA standards.  Such alignment promises to contribute 
significantly to student achievement and success.  
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Chapter Three: Methodology 
 The purpose of this study was to analyze school counseling programs in Arkansas 
public schools, and to identify any barriers that school counselors in the state experienced 
in structuring counseling programs that comport with the ASCA National Model.  The 
following questions drove the study: 
1. How well aligned to the ASCA National Model do Arkansas counselors report 
their school counseling programs as being? 
2. What barriers do counselors in Arkansas face when attempting to align their 
comprehensive school counseling programs with the ASCA National Model? 
Chapter 3 describes the method by which the necessary data were collected to 
complete this study. 
Research Design 
 The design of this dissertation was qualitative in nature. Permission had been 
given by the University of Massachusetts – Amherst School Counseling Program to use 
surveys that are publicly available on their webpage (email, October 7, 2016) (see 
Appendix A).  One such instrument, The American School Counselor Association 
(ASCA) Readiness Survey “Are You Ready for the ASCA National Model?” was used 
(see Appendix B).  This survey is designed for gathering information at the school district 
level to determine a “district’s readiness to implement the ASCA National Model and to 
determine what [the district] will need to achieve successful implementation” (Carey, 
Harrity, & Dimmitt, 2005). 
 For this study, the survey was slightly modified to gather school-level information 
in addition to the district-level information that it was designed to solicit (see Appendix 
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C).  To increase the richness of the data, a demographic section was added. Each 
counselor was asked to identify the building level (K-5, 6-8, 9-12); school population (1-
500, 501-1000, 1000 +); district population (1-1000, 1001-5000, 5000 +); school 
description (Rural, Suburban, Urban); counselor experience (1-5 years, 6-10 years, 11-20 
years, 21 +); and years at present school (1-5 years, 6-10 years, 11-20 years, 21 +).  
 The survey consisted of 69 items answered according to a Likert scale model 
(strongly disagree, disagree, neither agree nor disagree, agree, strongly agree), which 
provided information about how well counselors felt that their school counseling 
programs align to the ASCA National Model.  Responses to these questions, which were 
organized into the following seven components, address the first research question: 
 Community Support 
 Leadership 
 Guidance Curriculum 
 Staffing/Time Use 
 My Beliefs and Attitudes 
 My Skills as a School Counselor 
 District Resources 
The survey included a single, open-ended question designed to obtain information 
with which to answer the second research question.  According to Patton (2002), open 
response questions are a way to gather data from respondents that allow them to 
discuss their experiences, thoughts and feelings about the subject.  This survey was 
peer reviewed by junior high counselors and a career development facilitator from the 
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Fort Smith Public Schools.  Feedback from this review by peers provided information 
that resulted in modification of wording to ensure clarity for research participants.   
Given the qualitative nature of this study, my role as the researcher was not only 
to analyze participants’ responses to items that they had rated on a Likert scale, but also 
to interpret their answers to the open ended items (Merriam, 1998; Patton, 2002).  Patton 
(2002) stated, “Data consist of verbatim quotations with sufficient context to be 
interpretable” (p. 4). 
Setting and Sample 
 The survey was administered to Arkansas public school counselors (K-12) using 
Survey Monkey©.  A list of counselor names and email addresses was received from the 
office of Suzanne Knowles, Guidance and School Counseling Program Coordinator with 
the Arkansas Department of Education.  Using this database of email addresses, a link to 
the survey instrument was sent to 1,265 public school counselors in Arkansas. 
Data Collection 
 An application seeking permission for data collection and research was submitted 
to the Institutional Review Board at Arkansas Tech University and approval was given 
(see Appendix D).  An introductory paragraph explaining the purpose of the survey along 
with the link to Survey Monkey© was emailed to 1,265 Arkansas public school 
counselors (see Appendix E).  A reminder email was sent after the first week to those 
who had opened and had not yet completed the survey, or who had not opened it at all. A 
“Thank You” email was sent to those that completed the survey.  The survey was open 
for a period of two weeks.  
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Data Analysis 
 The data was analyzed through the application of the conceptual frame of the 
ASCA National Model.  More specifically, that model’s theme of ‘Systemic Change’ 
served as the lens through which collected survey data was analyzed.  School counselors’ 
provision of the data examined in this investigation is appropriate; “school counselors are 
uniquely positioned to identify system barriers to student achievement” (ASCA, 2012, p. 
8).  In the present study, participating school counselors are asked to rate the degree to 
which their own school counseling programs include (or not) prescribed components of 
the ASCA National Model (foundation, management, delivery and accountability) by 
answering multiple choice questions. The second section asked participants to share their 
own perceptions about what (if any) barriers are preventing them from aligning those 
programs to that model. 
 Participants’ responses from the multiple choice questions were analyzed to 
identify patterns, or “recurring regularities” as Patton (2002) described.  The open 
responses from participants were read multiple times, again to ascertain any 
commonalities or discrepancies.  The data from the open response question was also 
matched with the multiple choice question data to look for patterns or discrepancies.
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Chapter Four: Results 
 The purpose of this study was to collect data from public school counselors in the 
state of Arkansas regarding their perceptions of the barriers they face in implementing the 
ASCA National Model.  A survey was distributed to 1,265 school counselors across the 
state in an effort to find answers to the two research questions: 
1. How well aligned to the ASCA National Model do Arkansas counselors report 
their school counseling programs as being? 
2. What barriers do counselors in Arkansas face when attempting to align their 
comprehensive school counseling programs with the ASCA National Model? 
The data from the multiple choice section was divided into seven components 
from the UMASS Survey “Are You Ready for the National Model?”  Demographic 
questions were also added to the survey.  The sections of the survey are as follows: 
1. Demographics 
2. Community Support 
3. Leadership 
4. Guidance Curriculum 
5. Staffing/Time Use 
6. My Beliefs and Attitudes 
7. My Skills as a School Counselor 
8. District Resources 
The comments from the open response question were read several times in order 
to begin looking for patterns and commonalities among the answers.  Answers were color 
coded according to the topic, and grouped together.  A simple tally was taken of each 
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response.  This resulted in 42 different topics that had been submitted by respondents as 
barriers to the implementation of the ASCA National Model in their counselor 
comprehensive program at their school.  These responses were then grouped together by 
common themes.  Five themes emerged from this process. The five themes are: 
1. Time 
2. Advocacy 
3. Resources 
4. Lack of Knowledge 
5. None (no barriers listed) 
 The survey instrument was distributed by email to 1,265 Arkansas public school 
counselors.  Of the 1,265 surveys, 843 (67%) were unopened, 9 (0.07%) were not 
delivered, 463 (37%) were “clicked through”, meaning that recipients read through the 
survey but did not respond, and 2 (0.01%) chose not to participate.  There were 412 
(33%) counselors that selected to participate.  Of the 412 responses, 330 (80%) were 
complete and 82 (20%) were partially completed.  For the open response question, 222 
(54%) responded while 190 (46%) chose not to answer. 
Demographics  
 The first section of the survey asked respondents to provide information for 
Building Level (K-5, 6-8, 9-12), School Population (1-500, 501-1000, 1000 +), District 
Population (1-1000, 1001-5000, 5000 +), School Description (Rural, Suburban, Urban), 
Counselor Experience ( 1-5 years, 6-10 years, 11-20 years, 21 + years) and Years as 
Counselor at Present School (1-5 years, 6-10 years, 11-20 years, 21 + years).  
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Half of the respondents reported that they are in K-5 schools with populations no 
larger than 500 students in their school.  The majority of respondents described their 
districts as rural and almost half of the responses came from counselors working in 
districts between 1000 and 5000 students.  Just over 40% of the respondents had one to 
five years of experience as a school counselor, while 18.40% reported six to ten years 
counselor experience and 40.20% of respondents identified as having over 11 years of 
school counseling experience.  Table 1 represents the reported demographic information. 
Table 1 
Demographics 
 
Building Level K-5 6-8 9-12  
  50.10% 20% 29.80%  
School Population 1-500 501-1000 1000+  
  52.60% 39.60% 7.80%  
District Population 1-1000 1001-5000 5000+  
  22.90% 44.80% 32.30%  
School Description Rural Suburban Urban  
  61% 20.50% 18.50%  
Counselor Experience 1-5 yrs 6-10 yrs 11-20 yrs 21 + 
  41.40% 18.40% 23% 17.20% 
Years As Counselor at Present School 1-5 yrs 6-10 yrs 11-20 yrs 21 + 
  64.10% 16.80% 14.10% 4.90% 
 
Community Support  
 The next section of the survey inquired about the counselor’s knowledge of the 
support they receive from the community.  The definition for community in this section 
included the school board, parents, student, teachers, business and community leaders.  
According to the responses received, counselors believe that they have the support of 
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parents, students and teachers (Q 9, Q10, and Q11).  Counselors also believe that they are 
recognized by teachers for having expertise in their field (Q14).  However, almost two-
thirds of counselors disagree or neither agree nor disagree that teachers collaborate with 
them in meeting the school counseling program goals and objectives.  Table 2 represents 
the response data from school counselors on community support for implementing the 
ASCA National Model. 
Table 2 
Community Support  
 
  
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Q7   (school board) 1.79% 9.44% 20.15% 54.59% 14.03% 
Q8   (school board) 1.03% 8.97% 32.31% 48.21% 9.49% 
Q9   (parents) 1.55% 15.21% 22.68% 54.38% 6.19% 
Q10 (parents) 0.52% 5.68% 20.93% 62.79% 10.08% 
Q11 (students) 0.52% 3.35% 8.76% 68.04% 19.33% 
Q12 (teachers) 0.78% 12.44% 17.88% 54.66% 14.25% 
Q13 (teachers) 0.78% 18.35% 19.38% 51.94% 9.56% 
Q14 (teachers) 2.07% 9.33% 12.69% 58.03% 17.88% 
Q15 (parents) 1.04% 12.99% 26.75% 54.29% 4.94% 
Q16 (business) 3.84% 19.18% 31.97% 40.41% 4.60% 
Q17 (community) 1.28% 10.23% 47.31% 38.36% 2.81% 
 
Leadership 
 The third section of questions asked of counselors in the survey was about 
Leadership.  This section focused on both building and district level leadership.  Over 
80% of school counselors reported that they believe that their building principal believes 
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that the school counseling program is a vital part of meeting the mission of their school 
(Table 3, Q18).  They also reported that they feel that their principal believes that the 
school counseling program helps to support the academic achievement of students and is 
an essential component of the mission of the school. (Table 3, Q18 & 19).  However, the 
majority of the school counselors who responded to the survey do not have a designated 
person at the district level that would be considered their leader that supports their school 
counseling program (Table 3, Q 20) and they report that they do not have a principal who 
commits resources to supporting their school counseling program development (Table 3, 
Q 21).  Almost 80% of school counselors agree that their principal believes that school 
counselors should be engaged in developmental and preventive activities and over 80% 
of counselors report that their principal believes that the school counselor should be 
involved in the academic achievement of their students.  However, almost 60% of 
reporting school counselors disagree or neither agree nor disagree that their principal 
would be willing to relieve them from non-counseling duties, such as clerical and 
administrative duties, that take them away from spending at least 80% of their time 
directly working with and supporting students.  Table 3 is a breakdown of the 
percentages of the school counselors’ responses on their assessment of leadership in their 
school and district. 
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Table 3 
Leadership 
 
  
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Disagree 
nor Agree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Q18  (principal) 0.54% 5.66% 5.93% 47.17% 40.70% 
Q19  (principal) 0.27% 4.04% 7.28% 50.13% 38.27% 
Q20  (district leader) 13.86% 22.28% 16.58% 31.25% 16.03% 
Q21  (principal) 10.63% 17.98% 23.16% 36.78% 11.44% 
Q22  (district leader) 10.60% 18.48% 31.52% 29.89% 9.51% 
Q23  (district leader) 2.70% 11.62% 12.97% 49.73% 22.97% 
Q24  (principal) 0.27% 5.18% 7.90% 58.04% 28.61% 
Q25  (principal) 0.27% 2.16% 8.38% 55.68% 33.51% 
Q26  (principal) 1.92% 12.60% 20.27% 48.49% 16.71% 
Q27  (principal) 1.08% 6.50% 15.45% 54.47% 22.49% 
Q28  (principal) 10.54% 21.35% 25.41% 30.54% 12.16% 
 
Guidance Curriculum 
  The data in Table 4 is of school counselors’ views of their school counseling 
programs in relation to their objectives and student outcomes, how these objectives 
connect to the ASCA National Standards and their districts’ academic curricula.  Over 
67% of responding school counselors agree or strongly agree that their school counseling 
programs have measureable student outcomes and are connected to the district’s 
academic curriculum.  When looking at school counseling programs and the ASCA 
National Standards in question 31, 82.6% of counselors agreed or strongly agreed that 
their school counseling programs are based on these standards and local norms.  Table 4 
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shows the breakdown of each of the four questions in the Guidance Curriculum section of 
the survey. 
Table 4 
Guidance Curriculum 
 
  
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Disagree 
nor Agree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Q29 1.69% 13.28% 16.38% 58.76% 9.89% 
Q30 1.42% 11.05% 13.03% 63.74% 10.76% 
Q31 1.69% 6.21% 10.45% 66.54% 16.10% 
Q32 1.41% 12.71% 18.36% 58.19% 9.32% 
 
Staffing/Time Use  
 Staffing and Time Use was the next section in the survey for school counselors.  
School counselors strongly disagreed, disagreed or neither agreed nor disagreed (64.16%) 
when asked if their workload was consistent with the National Model program of 300 
students per elementary counselor; 200 students per middle/high school counselor. 
School counselors (54.04%) reported that they strongly disagreed, disagreed or neither 
agreed nor disagreed that they spent at least 80% of their time in activities that would 
directly benefit students.  When reporting on school counselors’ work load in reference to 
the National Model program (teacher-student ratio) 64.16% of school counselors strongly 
disagreed, disagreed or neither agreed nor disagreed that their teacher-student ratio was 
aligned with the ASCA National Model.  In addition, question 48 states “I do not spend 
an inordinate amount of time on routine clerical tasks.”  Fifty percent of respondents 
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either strongly disagreed or disagreed with this statement and 15.70% neither agreed nor 
disagreed.  Table 5 gives the data for the Staffing/Time Use section of the survey. 
Table 5 
Staffing/Time Use 
 
  
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Disagree 
nor Agree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Q33 26.30% 32.66% 5.20% 26.59% 9.25% 
Q34 14.45% 26.01% 13.58% 37.28% 8.67% 
Q35 7.83% 13.91% 8.41% 61.16% 8.70% 
Q36 5.20% 20.23% 12.72% 55.78% 6.07% 
Q37 18.60% 31.40% 15.70% 29.65% 4.65% 
 
My Beliefs and Attitudes 
 Section six was a reflective section for school counselors in that it asked 
questions about their beliefs and attitudes of their school counseling program.  Every set 
of responses for the questions in this section were overwhelmingly either agree or 
strongly agree.  Two questions had over seven percent of respondents neither agreeing 
nor disagreeing.  Question 39 stated “In general, I believe it important to adopt the ASCA 
National Model.”  Only 1.17% of reporting counselors disagreed with this statement and 
7.33% neither agreed nor disagreed. Question 42 asked counselors if that it is “important 
to collect outcome data in order to be able to modify interventions.”  Of the reporting 
counselors, only 0.29% disagreed and 7.67% neither agreed nor disagreed on this 
question.  One question that comes to mind upon reflection would be the level of 
knowledge that these counselors have of a) the ASCA National Model and/or b) 
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interventions, or the use of interventions in their program.  Do all counselors that 
responded to the survey have the same understanding of the ASCA National Model and 
how to implement the model?  Also, what types of interventions do counselors use in 
their schools that they collect data for (attendance, discipline, graduation rate)? Table 6 
provides detailed data of all answers for section six. 
Table 6 
My Beliefs and Attitudes 
 
  
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Disagree 
nor Agree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Q38 0.29% 0.00% 2.06% 63.53% 34.12% 
Q39 0.00% 1.17% 7.33% 56.30% 35.19% 
Q40 0.00% 0.00% 3.23% 43.99% 52.79% 
Q41 0.00% 0.30% 4.15% 54.90% 40.65% 
Q42 0.00% 0.29% 7.67% 58.11% 33.92% 
Q43 0.00% 0.59% 2.95% 55.46% 41.00% 
Q44 0.00% 0.30% 0.30% 52.66% 46.75% 
Q45 0.00% 0.00% 0.29% 33.14% 66.57% 
 
My Skills as a School Counselor 
 For this section of multiple choice questions, respondents were asked to reflect 
on their skills as a school counselor.  Questions focused on counseling skills such as 
interventions (whole school, classroom guidance, small group and individual counseling), 
their ability to identify interventions used to “enhance academic achievement, career 
development and personal/social development”, and the effectiveness of interventions. 
School counselors also responded to questions about their current counseling program, 
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the level of their advocacy (knowledge of being an advocate for students) and the ability 
to identify current problems in the school.  Lastly, counselors were asked to report on 
their use of technology as a communication tool and resource for data.  Similar to the 
previous section, the majority of the responding school counselors were very positive in 
their answers.  Less than 5% reported disagreeing or strongly disagreeing on any of the 
questions in this section.  From the data in this section, school counselors advocate for 
their students and feel confident in using data to provide interventions for students and set 
goals for their success.  School counselors report that they are familiar with the principles 
of educational reform and can identify the relationships between counseling activities and 
school performance.  Almost 95% of responding school counselors utilize technology as 
a way to communicate with stakeholders such as parents, students and teachers.  Over 
80% of counselors report that they believe they are recognized as a leader in their school 
and 78.37% answered that they can document their impact on students that they have had 
through their school counseling program.  Table 7 provides detailed data of school 
counselors’ responses of their skills as a counselor. 
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Table 7 
My Skills as a Counselor 
 
  
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Disagree 
nor Agree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Q46 0.30% 0.90% 3.60% 54.05% 41.14% 
Q47 0.60% 2.71% 12.05% 63.86% 20.78% 
Q48 0.00% 1.21% 5.14% 69.79% 23.87% 
Q49 0.30% 2.41% 9.94% 69.58% 17.77% 
Q50 0.00% 0.91% 3.66% 62.20% 33.23% 
Q51  0.00% 3.34% 17.02% 66.57% 13.07% 
Q52 0.00% 1.81% 7.85% 72.51% 17.82% 
Q53 0.00% 3.13% 5.96% 61.44% 29.47% 
Q54 0.00% 0.91% 4.56% 58.97% 35.56% 
Q55 0.00% 1.21% 4.53% 58.01% 36.25% 
Q56 1.84% 2.76% 13.80% 60.74% 20.86% 
Q57 0.00% 1.22% 6.71% 69.21% 22.87% 
Q58 0.30% 4.50% 16.82% 63.66% 14.71% 
 
District Resources 
 Information collected in section eight from respondents related to questions on 
district resources for their school counseling program.  According to the data, school 
counselors reported that their district has a performance evaluation system for counselor 
(57.59% agree/strongly agree), however there does not seem to be agreement on any 
implementation of system(s) that provide(s) ongoing support and/or evaluation for school 
counseling programs.  Only 31.99% of reporting counselors agree or strongly agree that 
there has been a system implemented for monitoring and improving their school 
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counseling program.  When asked about an implemented system for periodic evaluation 
for their school counseling program, only 28.30% of school counselors agreed or strongly 
agreed that this was an occurrence in their district.  These questions also correspond to 
questions in the Leadership section, regarding districts providing a district-level leader 
for school counselors in that counselors may be dependent on a district leader to evaluate 
their program.  Table 8 provides the data from school counselors’ responses in reference 
to district resources. 
Table 8 
District Resources 
 
  
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Disagree 
nor Agree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Q59 5.25% 26.54% 30.25% 35.49% 2.47% 
Q60 5.88% 27.24% 20.74% 40.87% 5.26% 
Q61. 4.95% 19.20% 18.27% 47.37% 10.22% 
Q62 1.85% 10.80% 14.51% 61.42% 11.42% 
Q63 2.80% 21.18% 18.38% 50.16% 7.48% 
Q64 3.74% 25.86% 22.12% 42.37% 5.92% 
Q65 5.88% 21.98% 22.29% 42.11% 7.74% 
Q66 10.87% 26.09% 31.06% 29.19% 2.80% 
Q67 11.32% 26.42% 33.96% 27.04% 1.26% 
Q68 10.28% 26.79% 26.48% 33.33% 3.12% 
Q69 8.67% 19.50% 26.32% 39.32% 6.19% 
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Open Response Question Concerning Possible Barriers 
 The final section of the survey was an open response question to address the 
second research question, 
- What barriers do counselors in Arkansas face when attempting to align their 
comprehensive school counseling programs with the ASCA National Model? 
Of the 412 counselors who responded to the survey, only 222 counselors provided 
answers to this question (see Appendix F).  Several of the responses listed multiple 
answers and a few listed one, while some typed “none” which was interpreted that they 
did not experience any barriers to alignment with the ASCA National Model.  Out of the 
222 individual responses, each one was read several times and I began to look for similar 
answers.  I first wrote down each answer and began a simple tally with the data. There 
were 42 different answers recorded.  I then took this list and began to group items in 
similar categories.  Five main barriers (categories) emerged from this list: 
1. Time 
2. Advocacy 
3. Resources 
4. Lack of Knowledge 
5. None (no barriers to implementation) 
Table 9 shows the frequency of the answers as it relates to the appropriate barrier. 
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Table 9 
 Frequency of Respondents Answers of Alignment to ASCA Model Barriers 
 
Barrier Frequency 
Time 322 
Advocacy 62 
Resources 52 
Lack of Knowledge 28 
None 4 
 
 Time. Arkansas school counselors who responded to this question repeated again 
and again that time is their main barrier when it comes to trying to implement the ASCA 
National Model in their school counseling program.  There were 20 different factors that 
counselors listed that take their time from directly working with students each day 
(individual counseling, small group counseling or classroom guidance) in a consistent, 
systematic way.  These factors range from clerical and administrative duties to actually 
teaching other subjects or relieving classroom teachers.  State mandated testing was the 
biggest contributor in the realm of non-counseling duties listed.  Ninety-one times, 
counselors reported that testing is a barrier to the counseling profession.  One respondent 
stated, “It is out of our hands as to how much time we get to spend directly with our 
students specially [sic] during assessment…”  Another counselor reported, “I spend the 
majority of my time with students, I often have to work 12 hour days to accomplish all of 
the other tasks put on my plate.  So I would say I’m spending 6/8 school hours with 
kids…I am still spending 6/12 hours on paperwork, managerial tasks in order to 
coordinate, plan and follow up on all of the tasks I have been made responsible for.”  Yet 
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another respondent said, “TIME, too busy as the ESOL coordinator, 504 coordinator, and 
Assessment Coordinator. I do not feel like a counselor.”  One counselor emailed me 
about not completing the survey.  She stated, “I would love to take your survey but 20 
mins. put me 40 mins. more behind” (see Appendix G).  Another counselor’s response 
was, “…the role of the test coordinator which requires an excessive amount of time and 
at times of the year virtually shuts down the implementation of the school counseling 
program.”  
 Other responses relating to “time” were clerical and administrative duties, 
registrar duties and scheduling, and various coordinators in their schools such as the RTI 
Coordinator, Homeless Liaison, Dyslexia Coordinator, Gifted and Talented Coordinator, 
ESOL Coordinator, AP Coordinator and the Parental Involvement Coordinator.  Many 
counselors wrote that they are in small schools and there are not enough staff members to 
cover all the positions that are required or needed at their school.  Two counselors 
reported that they teach classes other than guidance classes.  One stated that they are the 
Gifted and Talented teacher while another is the Physical Education teacher for their 
school. 
 Below is a table of the responses given along with the frequency with which each 
appeared in the survey.  These are all grouped into the “time” category, but there is also a 
“time (unspecified)” response (some simply put “time” as their barrier with no 
explanation).  In addition, 34 recorded “other duties (unspecified)” as their barrier. One 
counselor wrote, “I am the counselor, the records clerk, the school test coordinator, the 
building 504 coordinator, and the parental involvement coordinator.  Although I have 
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tried my hardest to balance between the clerical and the counseling, many days I have to 
fight to do the job I was hired to do.” 
Three counselors mentioned their concern of the reporting of time on the Student 
Services Annual Report and other records.  The Student Services Annual Report (see 
Appendix H) is a document that each counselor in the state of Arkansas is to submit to 
the Department of Education each year.  One of the main components of the plan is to 
document the amount of time school counselors spend directly with students and how 
much time is spent on “non-counseling” duties or administrative tasks.  According to the 
Arkansas Department of Education Rules Governing Public School Student Services, 
school counselors are to spend 75% of their time each day in direct contact with students. 
This could be individual counseling, group counseling or classroom guidance.  Twenty-
five percent of their time can be allotted to administrative tasks, or anything not directly 
involving students.  One counselor wrote, “Counselors in my district are being 
overwhelmed with secretarial/registrar duties but everyone is afraid to speak up for fear 
of being released.”  Another counselor wrote, “Turned in a time sheet with 
documentation for Student Service plan and was told, ‘Not to let it happen again.’”  
Again another counselor wrote, “Most counselors know it is expected of them to say ‘yes 
80% of my time is spent directly with students’ even when that is not true.”  These 
responses were grouped in “honest reporting of time” as a category.  All of these answers 
correlate to the responses given in the “Staffing/Time Use” section. 
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Table 10 
Frequency of Time Barriers 
 
Barrier Frequency 
Testing 91 
Time (unspecified) 83 
Clerical 41 
Other Duties (unspecified) 34 
Scheduling 22 
504  17 
Registrar 11 
RTI Coordinator 5 
Honest Reporting of Time 3 
Homeless Liaison 2 
More Behavior/Mental Health Needs 2 
Multiple Schools 2 
Parental Involvement Coordinator 2 
AP Coordinator 1 
Discipline 1 
Dyslexia Coordinator 1 
ESOL Coordinator 1 
GT Coordinator 1 
GT Teacher 1 
PE Teacher 1 
Relieving Teachers 1 
 
 Advocacy.  There are two types of “advocacy” discussed in this section; both the 
need for advocacy from others and the need for counselors to advocate for themselves. 
Some of the comments by counselors coded in the advocacy category are those that 
reflect the need of support, how others perceive counselors and how the role of the 
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counselor varies sometime from school to school and district to district.  In both the 
Leadership component and the District Resources component of the survey, questions 
were asked about school counselors working with a district leader over the counseling 
programs.  Twenty-four times, the lack of district support or a district leader was 
mentioned in the comments from counselors.  This is correlated to the results of the 
survey, as most questions pertaining to district support or leadership for counselors found 
that 20-30% of respondents reported that they had little or no leadership.  One counselor, 
who also wrote that time was a barrier to her program, stated, “We do not have a school 
counseling leader for our district, which leaves us with no one to advocate for our 
positions at the district level.  This leaves us with a lot of tasks that are not school 
counseling-related that we must accomplish in addition to our normal duties.”  Another 
counselor wrote, “The importance & effectiveness of school counselors has not been 
accepted by all school districts/leaders…..I am not valued or appreciated at my location.” 
 Some counselors mentioned the lack of respect that they perceive from teachers 
and administrators and believe their principal to “put us in any role they choose.”  Several 
counselors who indicated that they do not have district leaders report that they have to 
advocate for themselves, with no support from the district.  One counselor stated, “In our 
district there is no one accountable or representing the counselors.  We are on our own to 
find appropriate professional development and there is no connection between buildings.” 
Three counselors reported that they believed “tradition” to be a barrier to 
implementing the ASCA Model.  One counselor stated, “Old ‘traditions’…School leaders 
believe school counselors are ‘traditionally’ responsible for testing, clerical work and 
other unrelated duties.  Many staff members are not open to change.”  
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Counselors also reported a need to advocate for their counseling programs.  One 
respondent stated, “For the state as a whole, counselors must advocate for their position 
and educate school and district administrators on the appropriate/inappropriate activities 
for school counselors based on the ASCA National Model.”  Another respondent wrote, 
“School counselors usually have to take the initiative to teach their roles in accordance 
with the ASCA National Model to the incoming principals and assistant principals.  As 
principals begin to understand the role of the school counselor, they become their 
strongest supporter as counselors advocate for the whole child.” 
Table 11 provides the information given by counselors that have been coded as 
advocacy. 
Table 11 
Frequency of Advocacy Barriers 
 
Barrier Frequency 
No District support/Leader 24 
Advocacy (counselors as advocates) 10 
No administrator support 10 
Lack of Respect 5 
Program Alignment 5 
Tradition 3 
State regulations not aligned to ASCA 2 
Different counselor expectations  1 
Lack of parental involvement 1 
Slow process of change 1 
 
 Resources. Several comments made by school counselors when asked about 
possible barriers to the implementation of ASCA standards were coded as Resources. 
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This included the student to counselor ratio, or the number of students for whom 
counselors are responsible; professional development or lack thereof; financial issues; 
lack of mental health and social workers; lack of skills; and lack of technology.  Several 
counselors reported that they are serving “too many students” when compared to the 
numbers recommended by the ASCA model (300 students/elementary counselor; 200 
students/middle school-high school counselor).  One counselor wrote, “In a school where 
I have over 500 students and only me to help them, it makes it almost impossible to do 
more than reactionary [sic] counseling.”  Another counselor cited, “too many students 
with severe emotional needs and only one of me.”  According to another respondent, “the 
district has part-time counselors to cover the #s but essentially you are on your own with 
650 kids with no social work or clerical assistance.”  Table 12 lists the categories 
reported by counselors with the frequency of times reported. 
Table 12 
Frequency of Resource Barriers 
 
Barriers Frequency 
Number of Students 27 
Lack of Professional Development 7 
Resources 6 
Financial 4 
Mental Health/Social Workers 4 
Lack of Technology Skills 3 
Lack of Technology 1 
 
 Lack of knowledge. Several counselors reported the lack of knowledge about the 
ASCA National Model as a barrier in implementing that model.  Lack of knowledge was 
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reported in four main groups: administrators, teachers, parents, and counselors. 
According to the data reported, counselors believe that administrators do not understand 
the counselor’s role.  One counselor said, “We get evaluated by principals who also have 
very little understanding of a strong counseling program so there is little direct 
consultation or suggestions of how to improve other than us seeking our own training or 
resources.  Most principals and district officials have not heard of ASCA, so that means 
nothing to them in trying to grow the program.  I’m not sure how much training is given 
to principals and admin on all aspects of their educational team like counselors.”  “Total 
lack of administrator’s knowledge of anything regarding ASCA National Model and an 
understanding of what the role of a school counselor is,” was listed by one counselor as a 
barrier to ASCA National Model implementation.  One respondent stated, “I feel like a 
lot of times staff members/teachers do not think about how I may be able to help with a 
situation.  I feel like they do not think of “counseling” as a resource.  I think I could help 
a lot more if they did.”  Another respondent wrote, “Teacher, Parent, and Administrator 
mindset as to what a school counselor does.”  The three categories are listed in Table 13 
with the frequency count of each. 
Table 13 
Frequency of Lack of Knowledge Barriers 
 
Barrier Frequency 
Administrator Knowledge 20 
Teacher 3 
Parent 3 
Counselor 2 
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Chapter Summary 
 This study investigated Arkansas school counselors’ perceptions of barriers they 
face when trying to implement the ASCA National Model into their comprehensive 
counseling program.  The two research questions presented to collect data for the study 
are:  
1. How well aligned to the ASCA National Model do Arkansas counselors report 
their school counseling programs as being? 
2. What barriers do counselors in Arkansas face when attempting to align their 
comprehensive school counseling programs with the ASCA National Model? 
The survey, adapted from the University of Massachusetts – Amherst College of 
Education was emailed to over 1,200 counselors in the state of Arkansas.  The survey 
consisted of 70 questions: 69 multiple choice questions and one open response question. 
The information gathered from the 69 multiple choice questions addressed the first 
research question.  These questions were categorized into eight sections: Demographics, 
Community Support, Leadership, Guidance Curriculum, Staffing/Time Use, My Beliefs 
and Attitudes, My Skills as a School Counselor, and District Resources.  
The comments from the open response question were used to address the second 
research question.  After reading and coding the responses, five barriers emerged from 
the 222 comments: Time, Advocacy, Resources, Lack of Knowledge, and None (no 
barriers reported).  
 The results of this chapter will be discussed in chapter five.  In addition, 
implications and recommendations will be given based upon the data collected from the 
survey in this study. 
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Chapter Five: Conclusion 
 Schools across the country that incorporate the ASCA National Model may apply 
for Recognized ASCA Model Program (RAMP) status.  This designation is given to 
schools that apply and successfully prove that they have implemented the ASCA National 
Model in their school counseling program.  Currently there are no schools in the state of 
Arkansas with the RAMP designation.  The purpose of this study was to collect data from 
public school counselors in the state of Arkansas regarding their perceptions of the 
barriers that they face in implementing the ASCA National Model.  A survey consisting 
of 69 questions and one open response question was distributed to 1,265 school 
counselors across the state in an effort to find answers to the two research questions: 
1. How well aligned tot the ASCA National Model do Arkansas counselors 
report their school counseling programs as being? 
2. What barriers do counselors in Arkansas face when attempting to align their 
comprehensive school counseling programs with the ASCA National Model? 
Summary of Findings 
 Half of the respondents were in K-5 schools with school populations of 500 or 
less students.  Sixty-one percent of respondents described their schools as rural. Over 
40% of respondents had five years or less of experience, and over 60% of respondents 
had been in their building for five years or less.  The information from questions 
employing a Likert scale was divided into eight components.  Those eight components 
were: Demographics, Community Support, Leadership, Guidance Curriculum, 
Staffing/Time Use, My Beliefs and Attitudes, My Skills as a School Counselor, and 
District Resources. 
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“Are you ready for the ASCA national model?”.  The questions for this study 
were adapted from a survey from the UMASS-CSCORE website.  A demographic 
section was also added to enrich the study.  The answers given in the eight multiple 
choice sections helped to answer the first research question: 
How well aligned to the ASCA National Model do Arkansas counselors report 
their school counseling programs as being? 
The counselors that responded to the survey were positive on their answers in 
most of the multiple choice sections including community support and counseling skills 
and beliefs, meaning that they strongly agreed or agreed to the questions given.  
Community support included parents, teachers, students, administration, community, and 
business leaders.  However, when asked about their views of leadership (specifically 
principal and district leadership) and resources, such as professional development that 
would assist counselors in developing skills necessary for the ASCA National Model 
implementation, respondents were not as optimistic, many answering more negatively 
(disagree/strongly disagree).  According to the data gathered, responding school 
counselors believe that they are an important component in the overall success of their 
students, and that the knowledge and skills that they bring to their schools help students 
succeed both academically and socially.   
 The component “Staffing/Time Use” in the multiple choice section of the survey 
exposed discrepancies with current practice of both time and student to counselor ratio 
when compared to the ASCA National Model.  According to the collected responses, 
counselors reported that their case load (student-counselor ratio) is not consistent with 
that recommended under the ASCA National Model (i.e. 300 students/elementary 
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counselor; 200 students/middle school-high school counselor).  The current regulation 
from the Arkansas Department of Education is 450 students to one counselor.  In addition 
to their caseload, counselors reported that much of their time is spent on clerical tasks. 
Watkinson (2013) referred to counselors taking on “quasi-administrative” roles or duties.  
Wilder and Ray (2013), likewise, reported that administrators believe that school 
counselors should do many tasks that could be considered clerical, such as record 
keeping, student registration and scheduling.  
The use of time, or lack thereof, was again found to be the number one barrier listed 
by school counselors in the open response section of the survey, which addresses the 
second research question:  
What barriers do counselors in Arkansas face when attempting to align their 
comprehensive school counseling programs with the ASCA National Model? 
Respondents’ answers for the open response question were coded into five groups: 
Advocacy, Lack of Knowledge, Resources, Time, and None (no barriers reported). 
Time. There were 20 different factors that counselors listed that take their time 
from seeing students each day.  Over 300 issues or concerns reported by counselors were 
categorized as a “Time” in implementing the ASCA National Model.  One respondent 
stated:  
Counselors have too many inappropriate tasks.  For example, I am also the GT 
coordinator, 504 coordinator, an RTI member, and have even tried to cover the 
office phones.  Even with all of that, I am expected to somehow have time to see 
individual students, have small group sessions, and come up with a full 
comprehensive counseling program.  It’s literally impossible.  
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Other counselors reported to be the “catch all” person for “jobs others do not want 
to do” and went on to list duties that they had been asked to do (tutoring director, special 
education referrals, and paperwork for other people).  Included also were actually 
teaching other subjects or relieving a classroom teacher.  State mandated testing was the 
biggest contributor in the realm of non-counseling duties listed.  Ninety-one times, 
counselors reported that testing is a barrier to the counseling profession.  A respondent 
reported, “Testing and administrative duties that make up 75% of our day instead of 
counseling students.”  This is the exact opposite of the state mandate 75% of a 
counselor’s time is in direct contact with students while 25% of the time is for 
administrative activities, which according to Arkansas Department of Education (n.d.) 
states that these administrative activities ‘relate to the provision of guidance services’ as 
found in ADE’s Rules for Governing Student Services.  These statements from 
responding Arkansas school counselors reinforce what previous researchers have found.  
For example, Wilder and Ray (2013) reported that testing was a priority among 
administrators.  Many jobs school counselors often do are not related to counseling or 
working with students (Bemak, 2000; Kaffenberger, Murphy, and Benmark, 2016).   
 Advocacy. The next highest reported barrier was coded as advocacy.  Advocacy 
was recognized as a barrier in two ways: the need for other stakeholders to advocate for 
counselors and counseling programs, and the need for counselors to advocate for 
themselves.  Barriers in this group are those that reflect the need of support, how others 
perceive counselors and how the role of the counselor varies sometime from school to 
school and district to district.  According to the responses collected, some counselors 
report the lack of advocacy in their school by not having a district leader or having an 
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unsupportive principal.  In both the Leadership component and the District Resources 
component of the survey, questions were asked about school counselors working with a 
district leader over the counseling programs.  Twenty-four times, the lack of district 
support or a district leader was mentioned in the comments from counselors.  These 
comments reflect what had been seen earlier from the respondents’ answers to the 
questions from the UMASS survey instrument.  In the survey, 20-30% of respondents 
reported that they had little or no leadership.  
Other respondents recognized the need for counselors to advocate for themselves. 
One counselor stated, “In my experience, it is important that one sells their skills and 
program as indispensable to the school and administration.”  According to the data 
gathered from the UMASS survey used for this study, Arkansas counselors believe very 
strongly about their program and their role as the counselor.  Over 80% of respondents 
agreed or strongly agreed that it is important to adopt the ASCA National Model and over 
90% of respondents believe that they are responsible for helping students achieve 
academically.  Almost 100% of respondents believe in the importance of being an 
advocate for underserved students.  The conclusion could be drawn from this data that 
counselors want to do their job and work with students.  However, Bemak, Williams & 
Chung (2015) discussed that school counselors need to be the one to advocate for their 
program to all stakeholders and be accountable for the role that they play in student 
achievement.  
Counselors cannot wait for someone to advocate for them or lead them.  The first 
theme of the ASCA National Model is Leadership.  “Leadership is an essential skill for 
school counselors as they develop and manage a comprehensive school counseling 
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program” (ASCA, 2012, p. 1).  Dixon (2014) wrote that by implementing the ASCA 
National Model counselors are “directed to engage in leadership practices.”  In a 2014 
study, Dixon found that even though school counselors have been empowered by the 
ASCA National Model to become leaders, in the district that she studied no participating 
counselor tried to lead.  In the study, Dixon (2014) discussed the lack of professional 
development for counselors, yet no counselor had tried to discuss this with their building 
administrator or collaborate with other counselors to try to find a solution.  
 Resources. Several comments made by school counselors when asked about 
possible barriers to the implementation of ASCA standards were coded as Resources. 
Twenty-seven respondents reported that the student-counselor ratio was a barrier to the 
ASCA National Model implementation.  The ASCA National Model recommends a 
student to counselor ratio of 300 students per elementary counselor and 200 students per 
middle/high school counselor.  According to the Rules Governing Standards for 
Accreditation of Arkansas Public Schools and School Districts, Standard XI for Support 
Services, “Each school shall assign appropriate certified counselor staff with the district 
being required to maintain an overall ratio of one (1) to four hundred fifty (450)” 
meaning one counselor to 450 students 
(http://www.arkansased.gov/public/userfiles/rules/Current/FINAL_Standards_for_Accred
itation.pdf).  According to some respondents, schools have part time counselors that work 
in schools with populations over 450 students.  However, as a part time counselor, this 
leaves the full time counselor in situations with a higher case load than 450 students 
many times of the week.  In addition, according to one respondent, these part time 
counselors are not in the school long enough to develop relationships and build rapport 
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with students and teachers, leaving students and teachers to rely on the full time 
counselor.   
 Respondents also reported lack of appropriate professional development for 
practicing counselors.  Often times, the most effective professional development for 
counselors would be at state and regional conferences. This would incur expense and is 
typically scheduled during the school year, which means you are away from your 
building and students.  Larger districts often bring in guest speakers and provide 
professional development tailored to meet the needs of the school counselor, but this is 
not the norm across the state, according to the survey respondents.  
 School counselors reported financial resources as a monumental barrier that 
hinders the implementation of the ASCA National Model.  Counselors wrote that 
“financial issues impact the ability to obtain the necessary resources” and “Funding and 
legislation at state/local level does not help in moving counseling programs towards 
aligning programs…” 
 Six times respondents stated that lack of resources was a barrier, but no resources 
were defined or specified.  Four counselors believed there needed to be more mental 
health and social workers in their school.  One respondent stated, “Responsive Services is 
a much greater demand at my school especially, as it pertains to social welfare and crisis 
counseling than the 40% time slated for.”  Another respondent wrote, “…my experience 
is that the needs are much higher than the resources.  I do spend the majority of my time 
with students, but oftentimes these are in crisis situations.” 
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 Three respondents cited lack of technology skills and one respondent cited lack of 
technology as a barrier to ASCA National Model implementation.  One counselor wrote 
that there should be better tools for data collection.    
 Lack of knowledge. Several counselors reported that “lack of knowledge” is a 
barrier in implementing the ASCA National Model. Lack of knowledge was categorized 
in three main groups: administrators, teachers and parents, and counselor knowledge. 
Dodson (2009) found that many administrators are not aware or may not fully understand 
the ASCA National Model.  Building administrators receive classes on curriculum, but do 
not receive any instruction on guidance curriculum or what the role of the counselor 
should be in a school.  Wilkerson (2010) referred to counselors as “quasi-administrators.” 
According to the respondents, some counselors often do “things that the principal doesn’t 
have anyone else to do.”  Bemak (2000) reported that school counselors have been given 
duties such as cafeteria and bus duty.  This puts the counselor in a position diametrically 
opposed to their role as a child’s advocate.  A counselor works to build relationships with 
students and be a support person for them at school not only with academic issues, but 
with personal and social issues.  When a counselor is a supervisor of students performing 
cafeteria, bus or playground duty, for example, this puts them in a disciplinary role. 
Instead of a child seeing their counselor as their advocate they may see them as their 
adversary.  The lack of knowledge the administrator has of the ASCA National Model 
hinders the development of a comprehensive school counseling program.  Administrators 
need to view their counselor through the lens of the ASCA National Model.  They need 
to understand how counselors, through the implementation of the ASCA National Model 
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in their comprehensive counseling program, can provide interventions and support for 
students (Dodson, 2009; Fitch, Newby, Ballestero, & Marshall, 2001).  
 Respondents reported that they believe another barrier is the lack of knowledge 
both teachers and parents have for the role of the school counselor.  Responding 
counselors believe that the level of respect that administrators give counselors has an 
impact on how they are viewed by teachers, students, and parents.  Other respondents 
said they are seen as a “break for teachers.”  Lastly, two respondents remarked that 
counselors themselves lack knowledge of the ASCA National Model.  
Conclusions 
 Survey data collected through this study supports what was found in the literature 
in regards to the barriers listed: time, advocacy and lack of knowledge.  As an instrument 
for this study by analyzing and interpreting the data given from the open response 
question of the survey I read each response several times as I worked to interpret and 
organize the data.  As the primary instrument for collecting, analyzing, and interpreting 
the data for the open response item, I read each response multiple times in order to 
interpret and organize the information (Merriam, 1998).  
 One finding from the literature that was reviewed was not supported by the data 
that were collected and analyzed in the present study: Lack of Counselor Vision.  In 
2013, Watkinson reasoned that the counselor’s lack of vision might possibly be a barrier 
when wanting to implement the ASCA Model.  It was assumed this would be the case as 
well prior to the collection of data, and was pleasantly surprised this is not the case. 
According to survey data collected, Arkansas school counselors are confident in their 
guidance curriculum, skills and beliefs, but believe they are lacking in time, resources 
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and support.  Counselors who responded to the survey want to do the job for which they 
have trained and prepared.  After reading the responses from counselors across the state, 
there is concern that without eliminating non-counseling duties for some of our 
counselors, our state could find itself in another shortage of qualified counselors.  One 
counselor wrote, “I am ready to do outside agency work, so I can be a counselor.”  People 
that go into the counseling profession typically have a heart for kids and a passion to help 
them be successful.  The path to becoming a certified counselor is not an easy one. In 
order to be a counselor in the state of Arkansas, a person must earn a graduate degree in 
School Counseling and complete a Praxis exam.  This is extra time and extra money that 
many of our teachers are willing to spend in order to learn a specialized skill that benefits 
our students and schools.  To put men and women in specialized positions in our schools 
only to have them do clerical tasks and substitute for other teachers devalues their hard 
work and the counseling profession. 
 The survey data also shows the need for systemic change for our counselors and 
the counseling program in the state of Arkansas.  According to the ASCA National 
Model (2012, pg. 9)  “They [educators] do not recognize that they system is 
fundamentally out of sync…”  School districts are given guidelines and regulations from 
the Arkansas Department of Education, but due to lack of resources, mostly financial, 
some school districts seem to follow the letter of the law but not the intent when 
documenting their time spent with students on the annual Student Services Report for the 
Arkansas Department of Education.  Some of the responses from respondents were “Most 
counselors know it is expected of them to say ‘yes 80% of my time is spent directly with 
students’  even when that is not true”  and “…the district has part-time counselors to 
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cover the #s but essentially you are on your own with 650 kids with no social work or 
clerical assistance.”  
Recommendations 
 One recommendation is for building administrators to be trained in the ASCA 
National Model and have a general understanding of the role of the school counselor 
according to this model.  Another suggestion is for principals and counselors to 
collaborate and complete an annual agreement.  This agreement, as outlined in the ASCA 
National Model (2012), would provide a way for counselors to have conversations with 
their building administrator and devise a plan for their counseling program each year.  
This plan would help to educate administrators in the various aspects of not only the 
counseling program in their school, but also the ASCA National Model.  The Missouri 
Department of Education has an adapted version of  the ASCA Annual Agreement on 
their website along with talking points for the counselor and administrator to guide them 
through the process of  completing the agreement (see Appendix I).  I would encourage 
counselors to visit this website and see what might be applicable to assist them with their 
ASCA National Model implementation.  I would like to see more resources available for 
Arkansas counselors on the Arkansas Department of Education’s webpage also.  
 Another recommendation would be to reduce the current student-counselor ratio 
from 450:1 to match the ASCA National Model guidelines of 300 students/elementary 
counselor; 200 students/middle school-high school counselor.  A study by Lapan, 
Gysbers, Stanley and Pierce (2012) revealed that schools with a student to counselor ratio 
following the ASCA National Model recommendation had better graduation rates, a 
decrease in discipline incidents and an increase in attendance in high poverty schools.  
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 Each year administrators across the state attend the Arkansas Association of 
Educational Administrators conference.  This would be a great opportunity to have 
sessions for building leaders given by counselors educating them about the ASCA 
National Model and the importance of the role of the school counselor in their building. 
This would be good for district leaders as well. 
 One last recommendation would be a future study that would focus on the size of 
the district or possibly a specific area of the state.  Some of the responses to the survey in 
the current study suggest the smaller schools and districts are especially under resourced. 
Implications 
 Counselors need help.  School counselors in Arkansas are struggling with the 
demands of their job, mostly coming from outside influences/duties that they did not train 
for or sign up to do.  This survey was sent to over 1,200 counselors with only 412 
responding.  I received one email from a former counselor who had heard about my 
study.  She stated that the reason she is no longer a counselor is because she never got to 
do what she went to school for: to work with students.  Instead of spending her day 
helping students with career plans or how to raise their grade in math class or how to get 
along with others she spent her days preparing for testing or other non-counseling 
activities that did not impact students.  School counselors are not trying to stay in their 
office or trying to avoid work, they just want to do their specialized job.  As reported in 
this study, time is the biggest barrier to those that responded to this survey.  The 
responses received from counselors across the state show a desire to do what they have 
been trained to do – help students be successful.  Counselors need more time and want 
more time to help students succeed.  Counseling programs across the state focus on the 
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ASCA National Model and counselors are trained in the model, only to find out in most 
situations that this is not the “real world.”  A few years ago, school counseling was one of 
the areas listed as a critical shortage area.  Fortunately, this is not currently the case in 
Arkansas, but it is not something that we want to return to.  School districts and the 
department of education must find a way to reduce the number of students assigned to 
our counselors and educate our administrators on effective comprehensive counseling 
programs for their schools.  One counselor stated “I did [not] devote 7+ years to higher 
education to fax and/or email records!”  
 Camizzi, Clark, Yacco & Goodman (2009) reported that the ASCA National 
Model is a “bridge” that connects school counseling and student achievement.  As 
educators we talk about educating the whole child (Hoerr, 2017; Association for 
Supervision and Curriculum, n.d.).  We want our students to feel safe, engaged, 
supported and challenged.  School counselors play a vital role in educating the whole 
child every day.  When we limit our counselors, whether it is because we have them 
spend their time away from students or it is because their administrator may not fully 
understand the role of the counselor, we are limiting possibilities for our students.  We 
are limiting their success, not only academically, but socially, emotionally and in terms of 
lifelong success.  We need our school counselors to do the job they have been trained to 
do and it is up to all of us to find ways to improve our system in the state of Arkansas in 
order to meet the needs of our counselors, our schools and our students.
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